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ABSTRACT 
Visual slide-based presentations are ubiquitous, yet slide authoring 
tools are largely inaccessible to people who are blind or visually 
impaired (BVI). When authoring presentations, the 9 BVI presenters 
in our formative study usually work with sighted collaborators to 
produce visual slides based on the text content they produce. While 
BVI presenters valued collaborators’ visual design skill, the collab-
orators often felt they could not fully review and provide feedback 
on the visual changes that were made. We present Difscriber, a 
system that identifes and describes changes to a slide’s content, 
layout, and style for presentation authoring. Using our system, BVI 
presentation authors can efciently review changes to their pre-
sentation by navigating either a summary of high-level changes 
or individual slide elements. To learn more about changes of inter-
est, presenters can use a generated change hierarchy to navigate 
to lower-level change details and element styles. BVI presenters 
using Difscriber were able to identify slide design changes and 
provide feedback more easily as compared to using only the slides 
alone. More broadly, Difscriber illustrates how advances in detect-
ing and describing visual diferences can improve mixed-ability 
collaboration. 
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• Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and tools; 
Accessibility systems and tools. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Slide-based presentations are ubiquitous and expected in profes-
sional and educational environments. As a result, blind and visually 
impaired presenters often need to author and deliver visual slide 
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Figure 1: Difscriber supports mixed-ability collaboration for 
BVI presenters and their collaborators. In particular, Dif-
scriber enables BVI presenters to better understand revisions 
to their presentations by describing changes. 

presentations. However, the industry-standard tools used to author 
slide presentations (e.g., Microsoft PowerPoint, Google Slides, and 
Apple’s Keynote) remain largely inaccessible to blind and visually 
impaired (BVI) presenters performing authoring tasks using screen 
reader software [35]. While current software can read out slide 
content if the slides are made in an accessible way, including text 
and image alt text, it is difcult for screen reader users to edit slides 
and evaluate the resulting visual results. At best, screen readers can 
relay unintuitive low-level descriptions of visual layout information 
(e.g., the (x,y) locations of diferent visual elements). 

Given these known challenges, we conducted a formative study 
with nine BVI presenters to understand how they currently au-
thor slide presentations. The BVI presenters in our study primarily 
author the content of their slides using text (either a document 
or a simple slide template), then hand of the text content to a 
sighted collaborator or hired assistant to author the slides. The 
collaborator then changes the: content of the slides (e.g., by adding 
relevant images, rewording text to ft, or removing/adding con-
tent), and the style of the slides (e.g., changing the layout of the 
information, adding text styles and decorative theme elements). 
While BVI presenters appreciated the expertise and efciency of 
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their collaborators, the limited communication after presentation 
changes made it difcult to understand the resulting design that 
they would present (e.g., spatial layout of title and other elements 
on screen) and provided limited agency over the design process. 

We present Difscriber to support BVI authors’ presentation au-
thoring. Difscriber provides BVI presenters access to the content 
and style changes made to their presentations, which directly sup-
ports collaboration with sighted collaborators. Using the underlying 
slide structure, Difscriber frst identifes correspondences between 
the content on the BVI presenters’ original slides (either a text-
based presentation or structured text document) and the content 
on the collaborator’s revised slides. Then, Difscriber generates 
descriptions of changes that occurred between the two documents 
including: revisions to the content (e.g., addition, removal and re-
placement) and revisions to the style (e.g., layout, and individual 
element properties). Difscriber’s interface lets users fexibly navi-
gate between high-level change description summaries, individual 
change descriptions, individual slide element descriptions, and the 
corresponding editable slide elements. Using Difscriber presenters 
can prioritize elements they may want to edit, and gain under-
standing of content and style revisions to provide feedback to their 
sighted collaborators. 

We evaluated Difscriber with BVI presentation authors review-
ing changes to two professionally-redesigned slide presentations. 
We designed the evaluation scenario to mimic the primary form 
of collaboration identifed in the formative study — asynchronous 
collaboration between a BVI presenter and sighted slide author. 
Using Difscriber, presenters accurately identifed more changes 
made to the presentation compared to using accessible slides alone 
(28.83 vs. 10.33 changes identifed). Presenters also provided more 
feedback on the revised slides using than when using accessible 
slides alone (2.83 vs. 0.83 feedback provided). For slide authoring, 
participants unanimously preferred Difscriber to accessible slides 
alone and to their prior experiences with PowerPoint. Participants 
expressed enthusiasm about using Difscriber in the future to as-
sess slide changes, communicate feedback, author slides, and learn 
from layout and style changes made during the revision process to 
inform future authoring tasks. 

In summary, we contribute: a formative study of BVI presentation 
authors’ collaborative design process, the Difscriber system for 
identifying and describing changes to visual slide designs, and a 
user study with BVI presenters evaluating Difscriber’s change 
descriptions for visual slide designs. 

2 RELATED WORK 
As our work seeks to improve BVI presenter agency in the collabora-
tive authoring process, our work relates to prior work that explores: 
the accessibility of presentations and slides, the accessibility of 
visual design authoring tools, and prior methods for describing 
images and their changes. 

2.1 Presentation Accessibility 
In slide presentations, authors use slides to reinforce concepts and 
provide visual aids. Presentations and their slides can be inacces-
sible to blind and visually impaired audience members when pre-
senters do not describe their verbally slides [27], and if they do 

not make any shared slides such as PowerPoint slides annotated 
with alt text describing the visual content in an appropriate read 
order [19]. As accessible slides are important but time consuming 
to create, Ishihara et al. [13] and Sato et al. [34] created tools to 
make diagrams more accessible when accessing PowerPoint slides, 
and to turn PowerPoint slides into HTML. Peng et al. [26] created 
a method to detect and describe text and image elements in slide 
videos such that BVI audience members could fexibly access more 
information about presentation elements that were not described 
by the presenter. While such tools might be used to help blind 
presenters understand their slides, the tools have primarily been 
designed at making slides accessible for consumption rather than 
editing. That is, they make the content accessible, but they do not 
necessarily share anything about the slide style or layout if it is not 
clearly necessary (as recommended by accessibility guidelines on 
content accessibility [2]). In this project, we examine how to im-
prove the accessibility of the slide presentation authoring process 
by surfacing both content and style changes. 

2.2 Accessibility of Authoring Tools 
Prior work has explored how blind and visually impaired con-
tent creators author visual designs including drawings [15], docu-
ments [45], maps [39], artboards [35], websites [17] and videos [36]. 
Such work has identifed that while BVI content creators would 
like to author visual content (e.g., for work, education and hobbies), 
it remains difcult to assess the current state of their work due to it-
erative changes to the visual content as well as lack of interpretable 
feedback on visual attributes [35]. Thus, prior work has explored 
creating physical 2.5D printed prototypes of digitally created visual 
designs like website layouts [17] and maps [39]. but each design 
revision requires reprinting the design to gain information about 
its state making the approach likely best suited for prototypes that 
require few iterations. Other work has explored shape displays as a 
method to communicate visual state, for instance when observing 
and designing 3D objects [40]. However, shape changing displays 
are currently low resolution such that presenting text or braille 
content on shape changing displays (as is required for text-dense 
designs) would be challenging. 

Rather than requiring blind and visually impaired authors to 
create both the content and style of their visual designs alone, prior 
work has explored mixed-ability collaboration in the context of 
document editing [3]. Mixed ability collaboration supports an “in-
terdependence” rather than “independence” approach to making 
content authoring accessible [1]. Specifcally, it emphasizes social 
support as playing an important role to collectively create access 
with people. For collaborative document editing, mixed-ability col-
laborators value working together, but experience many challenges 
with the accessibility of the collaborative tool itself such as keeping 
track of the document state [3]. Compared to documents that fea-
ture primarily text, slides are visually rich in terms of their image 
content, layouts and styles such slides will likely be more challeng-
ing to edit synchronously. We explore change descriptions as an 
approach to support mixed-ability collaboration on visually rich 
designs. 

To help presenters author well-designed presentations more in-
tuitively given their content alone, prior work has explored directly 
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creating slides from text-based specifcations (e.g., Markdown or 
LaTeX-based slide generator), automatically suggesting alternative 
layouts for a given design (e.g., DesignScape [23, 24], PowerPoint 
Designer [37]), and plain text descriptions (e.g., Text2Slide [47], 
Doc2Slide [9, 42]). However, these tools, designed primarily to make 
authoring more efcient for sighted authors, rely on the presenta-
tion author to decide between multiple options [23, 24, 37] or verify 
the results of the automated system [9, 42]. In addition, automated 
tools may lack the expertise of sighted collaborators who in many 
cases have knowledge about the work itself and the visual design 
patterns in the domain. While our presentation change descriptions 
may beneft presenters using automated tools (e.g., by describing 
the before and after changes), we aim to support blind and visually 
impaired presenters in their current presentation process. 

2.3 Describing Visuals and their Changes 
Image descriptions are important for digital accessibility. Prior work 
introduced approaches to generate image descriptions including 
crowdsourcing [32], reverse image search [11], and using a combi-
nation of methods [10]. With pre-trained image-text models [28], 
describing visuals automatically with AI/ML has become more fea-
sible and has been deployed for Facebook’s automatic alt-text [46] 
and Microsoft’s Seeing AI [20]. However, prior studies have found 
the auto-generated descriptions are error-prone and impact the 
user’s understanding of images [33]. Even when generated descrip-
tions are corrected, details like color are left out, making it difcult 
for BVI people to fully understand the image [41, 49]. Beyond gen-
erating image captions, prior research in computer vision explores 
ways to generate descriptions of visual diferences between two 
images including: detecting the appearance of people, cars, or birds 
in subsequent frames [8, 14, 25], or the image pairs from before 
and after PhotoShop editing [44]. While prior work compares pho-
tographs or renderings, we identify and describe visual changes 
in structured designs that feature text. Prior work also detected 
changes in slides to visualize slide version changes statically [7] 
or dynamically [6]. As such work was not designed for accessible 
authoring, the feedback visualizes the changes instead of describ-
ing them, and detects high-level changes rather than fne-grained 
changes to slide elements. 

2.4 Mixed-Ability Collaboration 
Supporting mixed-ability collaboration has been a critical part of 
inclusive workspace and education for people with diverse abili-
ties. Prior work proposed the frameworks to articulate important 
awareness-related information in both synchronous [12] and asyn-
chronous [43] settings of collaborative authoring (e.g, who, what, 
where, how, and why the changes were made). Based on these 
frameworks, recent works investigated mixed-ability collaborative 
document editing between blind and sighted writers [3, 5], and 
proposed tools [4, 16] to improve the collaborative awareness (e.g., 
by better indicating who has changed what). Our work extends the 
support of mixed-ability collaboration to the domain of visual de-
sign, and focuses on the scenario where the collaboration (between 
blind presentation authors and their assistants) is taken place to 
make inaccessible authoring process (e.g., visual style and layout 
changes) accessible. 

ID Gender Age Level of Vision # Years Present Frequency 

P1 F 58 Totally blind Since birth Twice a week 
P2 M 21 Light perception Since birth Once a month 
P3 M 48 Totally blind Since birth Four times a week 
P4 F 27 Light perception Since birth Once a month 
P5 M 56 Totally blind Since birth Once every three months 
P6 M 30 Low vision Since birth Twice a month 
P7 F 31 Low vision Since age 21 Once a week 
P8 F 58 Light perception Since birth Once a month 
P9 F 31 Totally blind Since age 16 Once a month 

Table 1: Participant’s demographic information in our for-
mative study, including gender, age, level of vision and years 
at the designated level of vision, and their frequency to 
present. 

3 BACKGROUND AND FORMATIVE STUDY 
While prior work has explored the current limitations for blind users 
attempting to lay out elements on an art board (e.g., a slide) [35], 
no prior work has investigated how blind people author slide pre-
sentations despite these limitations. To uncover current strategies 
for presentation authoring, we conducted remote semi-structured 
interviews with presenters who are blind or have a vision impair-
ment. We also analyzed existing pre-revision and post-revision 
slides provided by two presenters to identify common changes. 

3.1 Procedure 
We recruited 9 people (5 female, 4 male, age=21-58) who are blind or 
have a visual impairment who had experience authoring and giving 
slide-based presentations (Table 1). We specifed that the presenta-
tion authoring experience may include independent presentation 
authoring or collaborative presentation authoring. Each interview 
was 1-hour long, and we asked participants to share: their process 
for creating slide presentations (a recent example, and the general 
process), the challenges that they encountered during the author-
ing process, and their solutions for overcoming the challenges they 
encountered. We additionally asked about if they had any prior 
experience collaborating on presentations and their process for 
collaboration, and the difculties as well as the corresponding solu-
tions throughout the experiences. Finally, we asked whether they 
have used slide template to create slides by themselves and if they 
have used any of other alternative slide authoring tools such as 
structure-text (e.g., Markdown, HTML) or slide generation frame-
work (e.g., Reveal.js, Marp). Participants were compensated $30. We 
recorded each Zoom session including the audio for the interview 
questions, analyzed the interview by grouping the interview notes 
into themes, and returning to the interviews to extract specifc 
quotes and synthesize feedback by themes. 

3.2 Findings 
All participants reported that they collaborated on slides rather 
than authoring slides alone, even if they had prior experience inde-
pendently authoring slides. 

3.2.1 How did presenters author slides? The presenter composed 
the content of the presentation including text that should go on 
each slide and instructions for visuals to add (e.g., a screenshot of a 
specifc website, a chart given some data). 7 presenters only shared 
the content using a Word document with similar structure to the 
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Figure 2: When collaboratively authoring slides all participants authored slides (e.g., via a slide template or structured text) and 
handed them to the collaborator for revision. Some participants directly presented the slides, but others received additional 
information from the collaborator about the slides either by making slides accessible, describing changes, or both. After 
receiving this information, some presenters went through a round of iteration, while others presented the slides directly. 

fnal slides (e.g., included titles and bullet list texts as slide contents). 
The other 2 presenters authored their content in PowerPoint with 
a default slide template, which followed a similar content structure 
including the titles followed with bullet list text. The presenter 
shared their base presentation content with a sighted collaborator 
such as a work colleague (5 participants), a professional assistant (3 
participants), or a friend (4 participants). The sighted collaborator 
then authored the visual design of the presentation slides. 

After the frst draft, most presenters (6 of 9) took the slides and 
directly presented them without further input. In particular, presen-
ters mentioned that they would not communicate and collaborate 
further on presentations that were team presentations, or when 
there was little time for iteration. Other presenters communicated 
further about the slides with the collaborator. In these cases the pre-
senter either: made the slides accessible, talked through the changes 
that they made to the slides, or talked through the accessible slides 
(both). The last case was rare as it required most efort and occurred 
for people working in accessibility-related organizations with the 
assistant hired by through an agency. In most cases, participants 
reported that collaborators chose to talk through the slides as it 
didn’t require prior preparation. In other cases, the collaborator 
made the slides screen-reader accessible so the blind presenter could 
review the content and the presenter would look through the slides 
asynchronously and give feedback via email on what content they 
would like to change. 

The last stage of the process was to revise the presentation based 
on the edited information. Participants again expressed that given 
current authoring tools they would ask their collaborators to do the 
edits as they were not confdent they could edit the slides without 
afecting their visual design. For participants who knew how to 
change the text content in slide software, they would make the 
changes then ask people to check the results to confrm the layout 
and design were still coherent. 

3.2.2 Current Challenges and Solutions. Participants expressed 
that some collaborators who initially agreed to help in the past 
might fail to provide consistently and thoroughly once starting the 
authoring process (e.g., in school). In addition, when blind presen-
ters received a summary of changes through a verbal description, 
they were only able to participate in the collaboration based on the 
information provided. However, the assistant would need to keep 
track of and remember to describe each edit that they made to the 

content, layout, and style (such that many changes may not be com-
municated). In practice, participants mentioned that collaborators 
would focus on the content changes when prioritizing changes to 
describe in limited time. In addition, participants and their collabo-
rators occasionally disagreed in terms of what changes would be 
important to describe or not, such that blind presenters would later 
fnd out about some undesired changes that were not mentioned 
by the collaborator. For instance, P8 described an experience where 
an audience member told them that the font is too small on the 
slides after the talk, but the font size was not described during the 
meeting with collaborator. 

In other cases such that slide was the only medium for communi-
cation, participants did not always know if their collaborators were 
experts in: the presentation tool, visual design, or accessibility. The 
expertise in accessibility at times impacted participants’ ability to 
understand the content on their slides. Accessibility professionals 
would also sometimes forget to add alt-text or correct read order 
after editing, or they would accidentally apply a slide template 
that introduced inaccessible elements (P9). Even when the slide 
was fully screen-reader accessible, the slide information focused 
on the content (e.g., text and image alt text only), as other visual 
characteristics like position or color were important but difcult to 
access, interpret or compare. Presenters reported resolving these 
concerns by asking another person for a second opinion. 

3.2.3 Types of slide changes. Participants shared examples of con-
tent, slide and layout changes during the interview that took place 
during collaboration. Two participants additionally shared with us 
their original slides or content specifcation as well as the revised 
slides for two presentations they had recently authored (total = 
37 slides). We analyzed the before and after slide examples and 
identifed the types of design changes that occurred between the 
two revisions (Table 2): 

Content changes consisted of adding, replacing, or removing 
new slide elements. Content additions included adding text (e.g., a 
title for a slide that did not have one), adding images either relevant 
to the content (e.g., a presenter portrait) or irrelevant to the content 
(e.g., an abstract squiggle graphic on the edge of the slide), and 
adding shapes. Content replacements included revising text (e.g. re-
placing “correct or mitigate” with “take steps to correct or mitigate 
accessibility issues encountered”), replacing a text request with 
an image (e.g., “Screenshot of website accessibility checker report” 
replaced with an image of the accessibility checker report), and 
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Figure 3: Interface Layout Overview. The change descrip-
tions interface augments the Google Slides’ editor view with 
changes. As the author compares the changes between the 
previous and current slides, the customized view shows the 
elements on slides, the changes that have been made to the 
slides including layout, content and the style changes. 

replacing text without a request with an image. Replacement rela-
tionships between elements were often one-to-many – for example, 
the collaborator split one bullet point into multiple horizontal list 
items — or even many to many. Finally, text was removed (e.g., 
removing 1 of 5 bullet points). Observed content changes did not 
include image or shape removal or replacement as the presenter’s 
initial slides were text-only, as also reported by all participants in 
the formative study. 

Style changes consisted of changing styles for existing elements 
on the slide or defning style for a new element. The text style 
including typeface, font weight, font color, font style, etc. changed 
for all text elements between the original and revised slide. We also 
observed new shape elements (e.g., circles, squares to be positioned 
under text) with properties defned for fll and stroke. 

Layout changes including changing the relative positioning of 
the title with respect to the rest of the body (e.g., moving the title 
from the top to the left side), and changing the body layout (e.g., 
changing a bullet list to a left to right list or row/column layout). 
We used title and list as basis to detect changes as they are the 
common structures existed in the slides, 

We use the observed changes in BVI presenters’ presentations 
to guide the changes we support in our system. 

4 SYSTEM 
Difscriber enables BVI presentation authors to efciently under-
stand visual edits. Our system provides two key ways for authors 
to access slide information: (1) the slide content list (Figure 5) that 
allows authors to read the content of each slide element (e.g., the 
text content or alt text for an image), the metadata for the element 
(e.g., position and style), and any changes made to that element 
between the prior and current slide, and (2) the change description 
list that allows authors to read through a summary of changes, ac-
cess lower-level change descriptions, and navigate to any changed 
element to obtain more information (Figure 4). We implemented our 
system as an extension for Google Slides and directly augmented 
the information on the existing authoring interface (Figure 3). To 
produce descriptions of slide changes, Difscriber takes as input 
two Google Slides URLs, one before and one after the slide revisions. 
Alternatively, when editing a single Google Slides URL, users can 
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Figure 4: Layout, content and style changes (bottom two 
changes are style changes) for comparing the original slide 
and the revised slide. The body change (green box on the 
original and revised slide) is described in the layout changes 
as well as the content changes. In the content changes for 
this body element (green box), the addition of images is sum-
marized in a “Change Summary”. Readers can expand the 
summary to read individual changes. 

Type Operation Changes 

Content Add Add text 
Add content-relevant image 
Add content-irrelevant image 
Add shape 

Replace Revise text 
Replace text request with image 
Replace text with image 

Remove Remove text 
Style Change/New Text: font, weight, size, color, background color 

Shape: type, fll, stroke, stroke weight 
Layout Change Title to body layout 

Body layout 

Table 2: Observed changes in two presenters’ before and af-
ter slide. Observed changes did not include replacement or 
removal of images and shapes as the presenter’s frst draft’s 
included only text. 

select “save” to save a snapshot, and later select “compare” to com-
pare the current version to the previously saved snapshot. While 
our design is applicable to many presentation tools, we used Google 
Slides due to its broad availability across operation systems and 
extensibility for development. 

Slide content list: The slide content list displays all the elements 
in each slide (Figure 5). The elements are sorted based on their 
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Figure 5: The Slide Content List enables BVI authors to nav-
igate the content of each slide element and access position 
and style information about each element on demand. In 
addition, they can jump to where the element appears in the 
changes to fnd out how the element has changed since the 
last revision. This slide content list displays content for the 
slide depicted in Figure 3 

. 

distance from upper left-hand corner (smallest distance frst). To 
obtain the elements for the slide content list, we retrieved the under-
lying slide element information using the public Google Slides API. 
However, access to slide element metadata is limited with the API, 
so we also used a selenium-based web crawler to extract additional 
information from the slide Document Object Model (DOM). We 
combined the element information from both sources based on the 
unique element ID.e To allow users fexibly review the visual prop-
erties of the elements on-demand, each element is an interactive 
component. Specifcally, we displayed the slide content (text con-
tent, or image descriptions extracted from from assistant-provided 
alt-text or auto-generated image captions [18]) as the frst level of 
the hierarchy and other attributes (e.g., position, size) as the second 
layer of the hierarchy (Figure 5). All changes are linked to the Slide 
Content List, such that if there has been a change to an element, 
the user can additionally navigate to the associated changes using 
the “Navigate to content change list to fnd more” button. 

Change description list: The change description list displays de-
tected changes in three separate sections: layout, content and style 
changes (Figure 4). Similar to the slide content list’s slide elements, 
each change description element is also an interactive hierarchical 
component. Using the change description list, authors can frst 
browse summarized descriptions that all received a similar change 
(e.g., “Added image to the top of each bullet item in the horizontal 

Figure 6: The Change Description List enables BVI authors to 
navigate each change. For each change, they can access addi-
tional information about the relative position of the element 
with respect to the nearest neighbor element, and get more 
information about that element. All changes are also linked 
to the elements in the Slide Content List so that authors can 
get more information about the element metadata. 

list”). Then, authors can browse the lower level changes (e.g., Added 
image of “a QR code being scanned on an iPhone” to the top of 
the 3rd list item”) (Figure 4). For any individual change, authors 
can click on the element to learn about relative positioning of the 
changed element (e.g., “Added image to the bottom of the slide 
title”) then fexibly navigate to more information about the related 
element (e.g., “Slide title: ‘GOT YOUR EYE WITH ..”’) (Figure 6). Sim-
ilar to the slide content list, each slide change is linked back to its 
corresponding element. For example, an author could fexibly learn 
more about the image by clicking on the linked slide element and 
listening to the accessibility metadata (Figure 5). For each change 
section, we ordered the change types based on estimated impor-
tance. For example, for text changes, as BVI presenters authored the 
slide content, we considered the text changes of “removal” and “ad-
dition” to be relatively more important than “replacement” changes. 
For replacement changes, we ranked replacing text with an image 
higher than replacing text with text as most text-text replacements 
represented small rewording changes. Within each change type, we 
then sorted the elements with distance-based read order similarly 
as slide content list. 

Edit mode: With identifed changes, BVI presentation authors can 
turn on the edit mode to modify the slides. Considering the primary 
edits that blind presenters usually perform, our system currently 
supports the editing text content. By activating the edit mode, users 
can directly edit the content in our interface and updates the slides 
by clicking the update button. Users can optionally use the navigate 
button in the element’s second level to fnd the corresponding text 
box in the slide editor and revise the content directly. 
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5 ALGORITHMIC METHODS 
Difscriber detects and describes changes between slides for BVI 
presenters by (i) establishing correspondence between slide content, 
(ii) detecting relevant changes to content and appearance, then (iii) 
producing a hierarchically-summarized description. 

5.1 Correspondence 
The frst stage of our system establishes a correspondence between 
the elements on two slides. We segment each slide’s content into 
individual elements, which we classify either as textual elements 
or visual elements (e.g., fgures, diagrams, images) based on the 
properties extracted from the public Google Slides API and the slide 
DOM. 

Our approach to computing correspondence is informed by sim-
ilar methods for predicting word-alignments in NLP [31]. Specif-
cally, elements are featurized using a neural embedding model then 
compared with those from another source (i.e., slide). For each orig-
inal slide (with � elements) and edited slide (with � elements), we 
create a cost matrix � ∈ R��� where ��, � indicates the alignment 
score between element � on the original slide and element � on 
the edited slide. Similar to previous work [31], we use the cosine 
similarity score, which provides a normalized metric for alignment 
strength. 

The cost matrix � is used to extract likely correspondences by 
identifying element-element pairs that have high similarity rela-
tive to other candidates. Arg-max matching is a simple approach 
that produces a correspondence between two elements � and � if 
��, � = max(��,:) ∧ ��, � = max(�:, � ). This produces a one-to-one 
mapping between elements on the source and target slide, since 
any correspondence must be the most likely for both elements. 
However, since it is possible for one element on the source slide to 
map to multiple on the edited slide (e.g., revising a block of text into 
several bullet points), we use a variation of this approach called iter-
max [31], which repeatedly applies arg-max matching to generate 
multiple possible correspondences. 

5.2 Edit Classifcation 
We construct a classifer to detect the edits that we observed in 
our formative study (Table 2). We opt to use rule-based methods 
to detect content changes from the correspondence matrix and 
associated element metadata. 

Content changes Content changes involve adding, replacing, or 
removing images or text. Adding new content that isn’t grounded 
in the original content (e.g., a decoration or content-irrelevant im-
age) leads to “unmatched" items on the fnal slide. On the other 
hand, adding elements relevant to source material can be detected 
by searching for correspondences between content and textual con-
tent. Text revisions are detected using a similar strategy by locating 
correspondence between source and edited text elements. BVI pre-
senters may also leave instructions in their slides for additional 
content e.g., “place a photo of me here." Though our current system 
does not diferentiate between instructions and textual content, we 
put the mapping between correspondent text and image element as 
unique class to generate text-image specifc descriptions (e.g. add 
[image description] from [text]). Finally, we detect text removal or 

instructions that were not followed by identifying elements in the 
source slide without a correspondence match. 

Style edits Style edits can indicate changed emphasis and impor-
tance. Since the original slides authored by BVI presenters include 
little style information, we focus primarily on detecting and extract-
ing attributes on the edited slide (See Table 2 for a list of attributes). 
Elements on the edited slide with detected style attributes were 
automatically associated with the original element using their pre-
dicted correspondence match. 

Layout changes Difscriber supports two types of layout changes 
on the edited slide: (i) title to body layout and (ii) body layout. Title 
to body layout changes may occur when the slide assistant uses 
a non-vertical template (e.g. title text is positioned on the left and 
content is positioned on the right) to create a slide. To detect this 
change, we approximate the reading order of slide elements by 
ordering them top-down, left-to-right and check if the title element 
is frst. 

To detect layout changes in the body, we infer the grouping 
structure of elements such as bulleted lists. Groupings from the 
original slide are extracted from the HTML scraped from the pre-
sentation interface. From our observations, groupings in source 
content were always shown as bulleted lists, so we looked for items 
in the HTML that belonged to the same list node. Since groupings 
on edited slides can appear in diferent HTML nodes, we use the 
original as a starting point, then add any elements that had high 
similarity (based on similar style and positional alignment) to ones 
in the group and remove elements in the group that do not contain 
a matched correspondence. Once groupings from the original and 
edited slide are detected, we ft element locations to a grid (approxi-
mate number of rows and columns) by calculating average element 
size with respect to the bounding box of the group. As original 
presenter slides have minimal single-column layouts (as observed 
and reported in the formative study), we automatically signal a 
layout change if a group on the edited slide contains more than one 
column. 

5.3 Description & Summarization 
Each of our detectors produces a natural language description and 
additional metadata. Natural language descriptions are generated 
using pre-defned templates, which provides greater control and 
predictability compared to other text generation approaches [21]. 

We aim to provide summaries of the visual design information 
such that each component of the design description: (1) maximizes 
the amount of new important information, (2) minimizes redun-
dant information. Presenters may optionally gain more information 
about each individual element (e.g., the visual edits) given our high 
level summaries. 

(1) High-level overview - A summary of edits that are consistent 
between elements of the same group (e.g. bullet list), or a sim-
plifed description of an edit that replaces long descriptions 
of content with their structure 

(2) Fine-grained - Comprehensive description of all detected 
edits where each edit is described using a sentence. 

Table 3 shows the templates we used to generate natural language 
descriptions from detected edits. Finally, we use several strategies to 
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Type Templates 

Add "added text ..." 
"added fgure ..." 
"added fgure ... from text ..." 

Replace "revised ... to ..." 
"title changed to ..." 

Remove "removed text ..." 
"removed image" 

Layout "layout of group ... changed ...’ 
"layout of slide changed ..." 

Style "turn text to style of ...’ 
Table 3: Templates used to generate natural language descrip-
tions from diferent types of edits. 

further improve the quality of generated descriptions under certain 
conditions. 

Location-based References: For changes that involved adding 
a new element to the slide, we also included a location indicator 
to help BVI presenters spatially reason about its placement. We 
identifed the anchor element (i.e., an element that is referenced by 
the original slide) that is closest to target and describe the target’s 
position relative to the anchor. 

Structural References: By default, textual elements are de-
scribed using their content and visual elements are described with 
using alt-text. However, this can lead to long descriptions that are 
difcult to digest. If the user modifed content that was originally 
in a detected group (e.g., bulleted list), we generate alternative 
descriptions that reference their location in the group 

Instructional References: Often, BVI presenters may include 
instructions in their materials that can reference visual content. If 
a correspondence is detected between originally-provided text and 
a visual, we incorporate it into our description. 

6 TECHNICAL METHOD SELECTION 
Since our system’s performance depends heavily on the correspon-
dences generated between the source and modifed slide, we eval-
uated several approaches for representing and matching slide el-
ements. The main purpose of our evaluation was to measure the 
performance of our system under realistic constraints that could be 
introduced in the slide-authoring process, such as missing alt-text. 

6.1 Dataset 
To our knowledge, there is no dataset of before-after presentations 
created by BVI presenters publicly available (due to the inaccessib-
lity of current authoring software), and many of the people we asked 
discarded the original version of slides as it would not be useful 
for presenting. We contacted participants from our formative study 
to collect a dataset of 61 examples (pairs of slides), consisting of 
text-based slides (initially authored by them) and the modifed ver-
sions (created by assistants). We received four pairs of presentations 
(original and edited) that had varying topics, content, and author-
ing. S3 is the longest presentation and includes several instances 
where BVI presenters left instructions in the source materials. S4 
was mostly automatically generated using PowerPoint’s design 
suggestion feature and did not contain many visual fgures. Refer 

Method S1 S2 S3 S4 # Overall 

ST + alt 0.68/0.88/0.77 0.81/0.89/0.85 0.69/0.83/0.76 0.85/0.96/0.9 0.75/0.88/0.81 
ST + auto 0.67/0.88/0.76 0.8/0.89/0.84 0.64/0.81/0.71 0.87/0.96/0.91 0.73/0.87/0.79 
CLIP + alt 0.68/0.84/0.75 0.78/0.84/0.81 0.75/0.83/0.79 0.9/0.96/0.93 0.78/0.86/0.81 
CLIP + auto 0.65/0.81/0.72 0.78/0.850.81 0.72/0.8/0.76 0.88/0.96/0.91 0.76/0.84/0.8 

CLIP 0.61/0.84/0.71 0.78/0.85/0.81 0.63/0.81/0.71 0.83/0.96/0.89 0.70/0.85/0.77 

Table 4: Results of our technical evaluation on correspon-
dence accuracy (Precision/Recall/F1 value). Overall, all el-
ement featurization methods performed at a similar level, 
however human-provided alt-text led to improvements on 
slides with more visual content (S3). 

to our supplementary material for a more detailed overview of each 
presentation. For each example, we created a mapping between the 
original slide elements and edited slide elements. 

6.2 Method 
We investigated diferent methods of featurizing slide elements 
that would allow us to compute semantic similarity between them 
and generate correspondence. Sentence transformers are machine 
learning models that were trained by associating semantically simi-
lar text (e.g., paraphrase detection) and are useful for generating 
embeddings for variable-length text [30]. Text elements were di-
rectly fed into the model, and image elements were either featurized 
using provided pre-authored alt-text or the output of an of-the-
shelf image captioning model [18]. We hypothesized two potential 
drawbacks to this approach: (i) the added complexity (i.e., requires 
running two models when no alt-text is available), and (ii) some 
information might be “lost" when transferred from one modality 
to another. Thus, we also evaluated CLIP, multi-modal model that 
was trained to associate both image and text [29], e.g., an image 
of a cat would have a similar representation to the text “cat." Us-
ing this model, we explored the previous conditions (alt-text and 
auto-generated captions) and also used the model’s built-in image 
encoder. 

We used each approach to featurize elements on the original 
and edited slides then generated a set of correspondences using 
our matching algorithm. To measure correspondence quality for 
each approach, we used defnitions of precision, recall, and F-1 
score from word-alignment evaluation [22], since they consider 
one-to-many mappings. Table 4 shows the results of our technical 
evaluation. Generally, recall was higher than precision, meaning 
that BVI presenters were likely to learn about the majority of edits 
that were performed. While lower precision may potentially lead to 
false-positive descriptions, in many cases, there is little diference 
in how the change is described. Given that all methods performed 
at a similar level, we chose to use the CLIP model since it performed 
well overall (and especially with alt-text) and introduced the last 
complexity into our pipeline due to its single-model architecture. 

The vast majority of content on the original slides were textual 
and only a small number were instructions for adding images. S3 
contained the most image references in our dataset, which may 
reveal greater diferences between image featurization methods (au-
tomatic captioning vs image encoder). Thus, the presence of human-
authored alt-text had the greatest beneft in this case, as automated 
methods are often unable to capture the semantic meaning or pur-
pose behind fgures. In general, we found that automated methods 
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could still produce accurate correspondences. Nevertheless, alt-text 
is still essential for generating informative and meaningful change 
descriptions, especially those that involve or otherwise reference 
image content. 

7 USER STUDY 
To assess the the efcacy of Difscriber, we conducted a user study 
with 6 BVI presentation authors reviewing two sets of revised slides 
using two diferent interfaces: the full Difscriber interface (Dif-
scriber), and the Difscriber interface without change descriptions 
(Accessible Slides). 

7.1 Method 
Materials: We used two presentations, authored as frst drafts by 
a BVI presenter, as our example presentations. One presentation 
was titled “Graphic Audio” and the presentation contained a short 
pitch for a website that features audiobooks with rich movie-like 
audio (the original presentation featured 10 slides with around 1-
3 lines of text each). The second presentation was titled “Cloud 
Storage” and contained a workshop presentation about storage 
options for businesses (the original presentation featured 14 slides 
with 2-6 lines of text each). Both presentations were intended for 
a general audience. We anonymized the original slides and hired 
a professional slide designer on UpWork to create a slide revision. 
From these revised slides, we selected 5 slides per presentation 
to demonstrate a range of change types (e.g., additions, revisions, 
removal, layout changes, style changes). We make the size of the 
sources of the cropped images as same as the cropped results to 
make the data consistent between visuals and actual structures. 
We also remove invisible elements such as the blank text box or 
transparent shape to cleanup the redundancy in the slide structure. 
We sent the original version of slides 3 days before the study (both 
Word and PowerPoint format) to let participants get familiar with 
the topics and the slides as if they are the prsentation authors. 

Participants: We recruited 6 BVI presentation authors for 
around 1 hour long study on Zoom using mailing lists. Partici-
pants were ages 22-58 (2 female, 4 male) and all had experience 
consuming and authoring presentations (Table 5). We compensated 
participants $30 for completion of the study. 

Procedure: We frst asked a series of demographic and back-
ground questions about their experience consuming and authoring 
slide presentations. We then provided a short tutorial of our two 
interfaces (a slide from one of our previous collected slides with 
the topic about learning goals): the full Difscriber interface (Dif-
scriber), and the Difscriber interface without change descriptions 
(Accessible Slides). After the tutorial, we invited participants to 
continue exploring the tutorial slides or and ask questions. Next, 
participants reviewed the two diferent presentations, each with a 
diferent interface. We randomized the interface order and presenta-
tion order. For each presentation, we asked participants to identify 
and assess the quality of the revision and provide any feedback or 
questions for the professional slide designer for the next iteration. 
During the task we provided participants with both versions of the 
slides (the original BVI presentation author slides and the revised 
slides). We limited time on each slide pair to 5 minutes (25 minutes 
total per presentation). After each review task, we asked a series of 

ID Gender Age Level of Vision # Years Present Frequency 

P1 F 28 Light perception Since birth Twice a month 
P2 M 55 Light perception Since 45 Once every two months 
P3 M 22 Light perception Since birth Once a month 
P4 F 58 Totally blind Since age 20 Twice a month 
P5 M 44 Light perception Since age 30 Once a month 
P6 M 56 Totally blind Since birth Once every three month 

Table 5: Participant’s demographic information in our user 
study, including gender, age, level of vision and years at the 
designated level of vision, and their frequency to present. 
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Figure 7: Participants rated Difscriber (in blue on bottom) 
and Accessible Slides (in orange on top) from 1 (least) to 7 
(most). Error bars display 95% confdence intervals. 

Likert scale questions about how the interface supported them in 
understanding the slides (the content, the design, the changes), how 
useful the interface would be for slide tasks (consuming, authoring), 
and if interface helped them make use of the information provided. 
At the end of the study, we asked about the usefulness of diferent 
description types. Finally, we asked open-ended questions about 
how the interfaces compared to their current slide consumption 
and authoring process, and if and how participants might make use 
of either interface during their authoring process in the future. We 
audio and screen recorded each study. 

7.2 Results 
Identifying changes. Participants identifed signifcantly more 
changes using Difscriber (� = 28.8, � = 2.40), than when using Ac-
cessible Slides (� = 10.3, � = 1.80) (� (10) = 12.11; � < 0.00001). For 
assessing slide changes, all participants also preferred Difscriber to 
Accessible Slides, and participants rated Difscriber (� = 6.33, � = 
1.21) signifcantly higher than Accessible Slides (� = 3.33, � = 1.75) 
for understanding changes (� (10) = 3.45; � = 0.0062 < 0.01). When 
using Accessible Slides to review slide revisions, participants read 
through the content of the slide elements and rarely checked the 
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Participants P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 Mean SD 

Changes Acc. Slides 13 8 12 12 8 9 10.33 2.25 
Difscriber 31 29 23 30 29 31 28.83 2.99 

Feedback Acc. Slides 2 0 1 2 0 0 0.83 0.98 
Difscriber 2 4 3 3 2 3 2.83 0.75 

Table 6: The number of identifed changes by each partic-
ipant (Changes) and the number of feedback comments 
(Feedback) when viewing slides in the Accessible Slides 
condition (Acc. Slides) and the Difscriber condition. The 
amount of changes identifed and feedback provided were 
signifcantly higher for Difscriber than for Accessible 
Slides. 

element design information (e.g., x,y position and text styles). While 
participants were allowed to compare the edited slides with original 
one, 3 participants switched back and forth between the original 
presentation and the revised presentation, while 3 participants only 
read the elements on the revised presentation. Participants men-
tioned that using Accessible Slides, they were able to notice added 
images (P4, P5) and to fgure out other changes to the content by 
switching back and forth (P1), but it was difcult to remember the 
original slide presentation (P6). When using Difscriber to review 
slide revisions, 5 of 6 participants assessed slide changes using the 
high level change summaries, only inspecting lower-level changes 
or individual elements 1-2 times throughout the viewing session. 
P5 preferred to instead to navigate using individual slide elements, 
reading changes embedded underneath each element (rather than 
navigating through the high level changes). P5 suggested providing 
the opportunity to toggle of the types of descriptions that they 
are not interested in (e.g., the change summaries in their case). 
When asking about participants’ impression on incorrect change 
descriptions, 2 participants expressed it might be challenging but 
still possible for them to locate some incorrect description given the 
amount of information we provided. For instance, P3 mentioned 
that "if I saw there is a yellow circle added to the bottom of one 
text while the other was added to the left, then I probably could 
guess that there might be something wrong there to describe the 
position". Overall. all of them think the tool could be a tool that 
encourage more discussions between them and their collaborators 
despite the errors. 

Authoring and collaborating on presentations. Participants 
produced more suggestions and feedback after reviewing slides us-
ing Difscriber (� = 2.83, � = 0.602), compared to Accessible Slides 
(� = 0.833, � = 0.787) (� (10) = 3.96; � = 0.0027 < 0.01). In addition, 
participants rated Difscriber to be signifcantly more useful as a 
presentation authoring tool (� = 6.33, � = 1.21) than Accessible 
Slides (� = 3.33, � = 1.63) (� (10) = 3.96; � = 0.0047 < 0.01). All 
participants wanted to use the system in the authoring process, and 
found both tools to be preferable to their prior experience using 
PowerPoint (the current most accessible slide authoring tool). P4 
expressed that both systems were preferable to PowerPoint for 
reading and authoring tools but: “more dramatically for authoring 
to get more context” as they were excited to be able to “make sense 
of changes and more actively participate, and put more of a stamp 
or personal style on it like some specifc background image or font 
type”. P1, P2, P3, P4 each mentioned that they would use the tool 

to understand the status of design changes so they would be able 
to have more input into the design process. P6 wanted to use the 
interface to “show the information I mostly rely on other people to 
tell me”. P3 mentioned they would particularly like the tool for 
creating a high quality presentation (e.g., for a job interview) when 
they would want to “know the content delivery plus have a visual 
understanding of changes and their impact on the presentation when 
I go to present”. 

When refecting on the types of changes that would be most 
useful for authoring (1-7, 7 means very helpful), participants rated 
the content changes as most useful on average (� = 6.50, � = 1.22). 
All participants noted that the content changes were important. 
For example, participants wanted to make sure the “content is 
consistent” (P2), “know what your collaborators changes are and 
make sure everything is good” (P3), and be able to suggest relevant 
edits (P4, P6). Participants rated the style changes as second most 
useful (� = 6.00, � = 1.22), and the layout changes as third most 
useful (� = 5.83, � = 1.22) for authoring. For style and layout 
changes, participants expressed enthusiasm around learning more 
about how presentations are authored such that they could author 
presentations and provide feedback in the future. For example, P3 
and P4 expressed that they would be interested in using the layout 
change information to learn how people are changing layouts on 
the slide such that they can learn to design slides in the future. 
P4 was also interested in learning more about the styles on the 
slide from an aesthetic point of view, for example if the styles were 
similar or consistent across elements. P1, P2, and P6 reported that 
style and layout information were helpful in terms of learning more 
about the context of the content. Finally, participants rated the 
accessibility metadata (e.g., raw text styles and x,y position) as 
fourth most useful (� = 5.33, � = 1.97). Participants mentioned that 
the metadata was useful as it was necessary for authoring slides 
(P1,P2,P3,P4,P6), and P1 and P6 that such information was difcult 
or “painful” (P1) to get from PowerPoint currently. However, this 
information was still limited (P4) and the absolute rather than 
relative values (e.g., for x, y coordinates) were not that useful (P5). 

Observing description errors. The majority of description er-
rors resulted from inaccurate detection of correspondences between 
prior and current slides. While correspondences were accurately de-
tected for 77% of slide elements, errors occurred most often for slide 
elements with uncommon text (eg, a unique URL or proper noun), 
as the system failed to match sparse encodings for uncommon text 
to encodings for other slide elements. Other correspondence errors 
occurred when authors replaced slide text with an image depicting 
the text (eg, replaced text “35%” with an image of a hand-drawn 
“35%”), as the system failed to match the image encoding with the 
text encoding (Figure 8). In the future, we could improve the system 
by adding optical character recognition to extract text from images 
before computing element encodings. Only 3% of slides with accu-
rately detected correspondences included a description error and 
these errors were due to ambiguous spatial relationships between 
slide elements. 

While participants did not encounter errors during our study 
tasks, we shared examples of slides with common errors during the 
tutorial stage. When participants encountered example errors, they 
were able to identify the errors as the correspondence description 
did not make sense (e.g., the URL for an accessibility website, an 
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Figure 8: Two pairs of slides show the correct and incorrect 
correspondences between initial and revised slides (the as-
sistant replaced the texts in the original slides with the im-
age elements). The frst slide titled "But this catches your 
eye" has all correct correspondences for non-revised, revised, 
and newly added elements. The second slide titled "Ongoing 
training and education" has an incorrect element correspon-
dence, where the assistant made text "35%" from the sentence 
"35% of non-proft include disabilities in their DEI training" 
a separate word art image (caption: the white and the green 
numbers are in the shape of letters) and was recognized as a 
newly added element rather than a correspondent one. 

example of uncommon text, was replaced with a star icon). Partici-
pants mentioned that even with errors, the descriptions contained 
enough information to improve discussion with their collaborators. 

8 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Difscriber demonstrates that identifying and describing visual 
changes supports BVI presenters’ presentation authoring. Support-
ing BVI content creators on mixed-ability teams is especially im-
portant given the ubiquity of visual information today. Difscriber 
introduces a number of opportunities for future work: 

Extending edits and summaries across multiple slides. Dif-
scriber currently assumes the number of slides is constant and 
describes changes between pairs of individual slides. As collabora-
tors typically maintained the overall structure of BVI presenters’ 
slides, this assumption covers a common use case. However, Dif-
scriber is unable to handle cases where a collaborator modifes 
slide ordering, merges slides, or separates one slide’s content into 
multiple slides. In the future, we will investigate how to extend 
our matching approach to multiple slides rather than single slides. 
We will also explore the opportunity for change summaries across 

multiple slides rather than just within the same slide (e.g., a style 
changed consistently across the entire presentation). 

Cross-platform support. Difscriber is implemented as a Google 
Slides plugin and relies on metadata specifc to the platform’s API 
and web-based scraping. While our target platform (Google Slides) 
is a popular tool for slide authoring, we aim to support additional 
slide-authoring tools in the future. We conducted some promising 
initial experiments using a visual extraction techniques following 
prior work [26, 38]. Operating on the visual content alone could 
make our approach independent of the particular tool used (and an 
increasingly popular approach in accessibility [48]). 

High-quality alt text. The quality of descriptions generated 
by our system depends on the accessibility of the slide content 
itself (e.g., the presence of alt text for slide fgures). The materials 
provided to us by participants in our formative study were authored 
by assistants accustomed to working with BVI presenters and con-
tained high-quality alt-text. However, assistants unfamiliar with 
accessibility may produce low quality alt text (e.g., the flename, 
a few words). Difscriber still operates without alt text using ML-
based substitutes (e.g., automated image captioning), but these are 
not as good as human-provided alt text. 

Detecting additional changes. Difscriber describes changes 
when moving from text-based presentations to full presentations 
(e.g., with images and decorations). Our multimodal model could 
support the detection between visual edits beyond text to image 
translation by directly comparing the embedding in visual domain. 
We have conducted some preliminary explorations on detecting 
image resizing and displacement and the results showed that our 
system could identify such changes without introducing signifcant 
errors. In addition, prompted by comments in the user study ex-
pressing interest in the perceptual impact of changes (e.g., legibility) 
we are exploring descriptions to make our system more useful for 
in-situ visual editing tasks such as an element-overlapping detec-
tor that informs users when there are occluded elements and an 
out-of-bounds detector that notifes users the when the elements 
move of of the page (e.g., such as when adding text to a text block). 

Supporting new collaboration types. Describing visuals and 
their changes supports BVI presenters in understanding the visual 
content on slides when collaborating with sighted co-authors. We 
designed the system to support existing collaboration that occurs 
asynchronously, or synchronously (e.g., verbally over a call), with 
only one collaborator directly editing the slides at a time. Future 
work can explore how to use our system for independent editing 
beyond text, collaboration between a BVI presenter and an auto-
mated design tool [23], and live editing (e.g., by streaming updates 
rather than requiring a user query). As slide authoring itself be-
comes more accessible, BVI presenters may want to edit slides at 
the same time as other collaborators (as is currently the case for doc-
ument editing [4, 5]). Future work can explore how to extend our 
system to improve collaborative awareness to support synchronous 
and large group slide editing [12, 43], as prior work explored for 
mixed-ability collaboration in document editing [4, 5]. For example, 
our system could provide attribution details along with change 
descriptions. Given that many aspects of editing visual designs are 
less accessible than editing document text (e.g., editing spatial lay-
outs, colors, styles), additional studies will be needed to understand 
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group dynamics in mixed-ability teams during synchronous visual 
design editing. 

Evaluating visual change descriptions. We evaluated the 
usefulness of our descriptions for BVI presenters in a user study, 
and evaluated the performance of our system by assessing change 
detection (the source of most description errors). Future work could 
evaluate the quality of change descriptions quantitatively at scale by 
comparing automatically generated change descriptions to human-
generated change descriptions (e.g., authored by crowd workers 
or experts in design or accessibility). We could recruit people (e.g., 
crowd workers, BVI presenters, sighted design experts) to compare 
human-generated descriptions to automated descriptions by rating 
metrics such as accuracy and coverage, and we could also use 
automated metrics [14] to evaluate the overlap between human 
generated and auto-generated descriptions. 

9 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we introduce Difscriber, a system for identifying and 
describing visual presentation design changes to support collabo-
ration between BVI presenters and slide-authoring assistants. The 
design of our system is grounded in a formative interview study 
that we conducted to uncover the current practices behind BVI 
slide authoring. Even with accessible slides (i.e., those containing 
alt-text and correct reading order), we discovered that the current 
workfow presented difculties for BVI presenters to contribute to 
the slide design and creation process. Using participant feedback 
and source materials provided to us, we categorized the types of 
necessary slide operations and built a system capable of recognizing 
and describing these changes. We conducted a technical evaluation 
and a usability study which show that Difscriber (i) accurately 
associates corresponding elements between slides and (ii) provides 
an efective interface for BVI presenters to reason about assistant-
authored slides through hierarchically-summarized descriptions 
generated by our system. Finally, we discuss and explore avenues 
for future work that could allow BVI people to author other types 
of visual content more efectively and collaboratively. 
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